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Butterfly Clothespin Clips 

(original idea from Birds and Blooms Magazine…also works for birds & flowers or ladybugs) 
Materials: 
Wooden clothespins with springs—packages often available at dollar stores 
Colorful card stock— or recycle old greeting cards or tissue boxes; bright designs work well (you could also use large 3-dimentional 
stickers or photocopy an appropriate-size image of a butterfly) 
Pre-cut shapes—two matching shapes cut from cardstock above for each clip…or use three for the flower clips for more “petals” 
(NB:  for the ladybug, cut one black 2” circle and one red 2” circle for each clip; cut the red circle in half) 
Glue dots (sticky on both sides)—two for each clip 
Small magnets (optional)—plus glue to attach the magnets or use magnetic strips with adhesive backing 
Paint (optional)—acrylic or spray paint for the clothespins 
Small zip-lock baggies—to assemble individual kits (this is key…all prep done ahead of time!) 
 
If painted clothespins are desired, paint them first before assembling kits. Trace the desired pattern and cut out the shapes, two for 
each kit. In the baggie place two shapes, two sticky squares and a clothespin. If you’d like, include a small magnet to glue to the back 
of the clothespin. The finished project can be clipped to a flower pot or elsewhere or made into a magnet for the refrigerator.  
 
To assemble, affix one butterfly (or other shape) to the top of the clothespin, colorful side up, with one of the sticky squares. Center 
the second sticky square on this butterfly and stick the second matching shape right on top of the first (again with colorful side up). 
The wings of the top butterfly (or the bird, or several petals of the flower) can be bent up for a more 3-dimentional effect.  Attach 
magnet to underside of clip if desired. 
 
For the ladybug, each kit will not need the 2 foam squares, but each will need 2 adhesive-backed “google eyes”. Depending on 
dexterity of clients, the spots on the red semi-circles could be done ahead of time, or each person could stamp his own spots with 
the eraser end of a pencil and an ink pad, or…easier yet…just use a hole-punch. Use glue or one photo mount to attach the two red 
half-circles on the black circle as shown below (just where the two red circles come together) & add the eyes. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Patterns for the butterfly & hummingbird can 
be found on the Birds and Blooms Magazine 
website: 
http://www.birdsandblooms.com/backyard-
projects/diy-projects-for-the-home/nature-
inspired-clothespin-craft-project/ 
   
For the ladybug use a 2” circle. The flower 
pattern is below…or use cookie cutters about 
this size to create your own shapes! 
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